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Computer support for genetic advice in primary
care
JON EMERY
SUMMARY
General practitioners (GPs) are under increasing pressure
to advise patients about genetic risk. Secondary care lacks
the resources to deal with the increasing number of referrals
for genetic counselling, and thus recommendations have
been made to develop primary care genetics. But for most
GPs, genetics is unfamiliar territory. Computers could help
general practice to provide a genetics service by simplifying
the construction and assessment of family trees and by
implementing management guidelines. No programs have
been written specifically for primary care genetics, but a
range of software exists for secondary care. This paper discusses the types of program already available and how they
relate to the needs of primary care. Currently available software offers only elements of the outlined ‘ideal’ program for
primary care and may be too complex for a general practice
setting. Most importantly, none provide decision support
concerning management based on the level of risk, even
though this may be the most valuable element. Genetics is
an appropriate area for decision support software in general
practice, but it would be wrong to assume that this alone is
the key to developing primary care genetics. Additional educational strategies for GPs will be required, and the attitudes
of patients to receiving expert advice from a computer must
be considered. Current practice computer systems will have
to develop so they can communicate with Windows-based
expert systems, and changes in existing surgery hardware
may be necessary. Existing genetics software provides a
starting point from which to derive an appropriate system for
general practice. A carefully developed decision-support
system could empower GPs to meet the challenge of offering a high-quality genetics service in primary care.
Keywords: genetics; practice computer systems; decision
support; general practitioners.

Introduction
ENERAL practitioners (GPs) are under increasing pressure
G
to advise patients about genetic risk. Developments arising
from the Human Genome Project are beginning to reach the level
of primary care, with patients presenting with worries about their
family history of cancer and other common diseases. Such concerns are fuelled by media coverage of advances in molecular
biology and the growing public awareness about genetic tests for
inherited cancer. Secondary care services lack the resources to
deal with the increasing number of referrals for genetic counselling.1 In response, recommendations from the government and
from within the profession have been made to develop a primary
care genetics service,2,3 but doubts exist over how prepared GPs
are to offer such a service.1
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For most GPs, genetics is unfamiliar territory — currently they
receive little training in taking an adequate family history or
drawing a pedigree. The rapid developments in molecular biology make keeping up-to-date virtually impossible for doctors
managing a multitude of medical problems in their daily practice.
Concerns have been expressed about the ethical implications of
genetic advances in primary care, particularly relating to confidentiality of genetic information and the potential for genetic discrimination.4 GPs may also be reluctant to accept further work
that is traditionally viewed as the remit of secondary care.
Computers could help general practice to provide a genetics
service by simplifying the construction and assessment of family
trees, and by implementing management guidelines.5,6 They
could educate GPs about the role of genetic testing, creating
more realistic expectations about a referral to a geneticist. This
article reviews the types of software currently available to clinical geneticists, suggesting those programs that may be most useful for primary care, and proposes software developments to
meet the needs of GPs more closely.

Primary care computing
Over 90% of general practice surgeries are computerized, and
more than 60% of GPs use computers in the consultation.7 For
several years there has been interest in computerized decision
support in general practice, and a variety of systems have been
developed for prescribing,8 immunization,9 chronic disease management,10 and cancer prevention.11 Computers increase the use
of guidelines12 and can improve clinical performance at the possible expense of longer consultations.13 Despite this, decision
support has not been adopted into routine general practice. The
reasons for this are numerous. Wyatt and Spiegelhalter argue that
more careful evaluation prior to commercial release could
improve the uptake of expert systems.14 Many existing programs
do not deliver advice that is sufficiently specific to individual
patients. To provide such advice requires a system that aids decision-making, using existing guidelines at the appropriate
moment in the consultation.15 This approach formed the basis of
CAPSULE, a computer support system for primary care shown
to improve compliance with prescribing guidelines.16
Currently there are no computer systems written specifically
for primary care genetics, but many applications exist for genetics in the fields of botany, molecular biology, and clinical genetics. It is beyond the scope of this article to review all these, but
instead I will discuss examples of the type of program currently
aimed at secondary care geneticists and how they relate to the
needs of primary care.

Computer systems for secondary care genetics
The full range of computer systems for clinical geneticists has
been reviewed previously,17 but essentially they can be categorized according to function: databases to assist with diagnosis,
programs for risk calculation, and programs for pedigree drawing
(Table 1).
Several databases exist that contain descriptions of dysmorphic syndromes and other inherited conditions, which provide
the geneticist with advice on diagnosis and management. The
most extensive is Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
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Table 1. Types of program developed for clinical geneticists.
Function of program

Examples of program

Database
Risk calculation
Pedigree drawing

OMIM, POSSUM, SYNDROC
LINKAGE, RISK
Geninfer, Cyrillic, Progeny,32 PEDRAW33

(OMIM),18 which is a catalogue of human genes and genetic diseases with links to MEDLINE articles and genetic sequence
information. It can be accessed via the Internet and has a searchable database detailing current knowledge on the genetics of both
common and rare disorders. Some programs go beyond this,
offering specific diagnostic advice for rare conditions based on
the pattern of clinical features entered (e.g. POSSUM,19 SYNDROC20).
Traditionally, a major component of genetic counselling is the
calculation of genetic risk, and several programs have been
developed for this purpose. LINKAGE is designed for risk calculation and linkage analysis (a method of studying genetic markers that co-segregate or are ‘linked’ with specific diseases).21 It
accounts for quantitative and qualitative information (e.g. genetic
markers, affection status). For example, before gene testing for
Duchenne muscular dystrophy was possible, the program was
used to calculate the risk of being a gene carrier on the basis of
the pedigree and creatine kinase levels. The advantage of this
type of program is that it can calculate risk of specific diseases
using statistical methods applied to epidemiological data. LINKAGE has used data from the CASH study 22 — an American
case-control study of breast, ovarian, and endometrial cancer —
to calculate an individual’s risk of breast cancer. It uses the Claus
model to assess risk based on the pattern of affected and unaffected relatives, 23 and has been shown to be an effective
method of selecting families for BRCA gene testing.24 Similarly,
RISK uses the Gail model25 to calculate individualized risk of
breast cancer based on age at menarche and first birth, family
history of breast cancer, number of breast biopsies, and presence
of atypical hyperplasia.26 Both these programs can therefore provide personalized risk advice to women concerned about breast
cancer and help them make informed choices about screening or
preventive strategies.
There are many pedigree drawing programs that vary in their
ease of use, capacity to deal with complex families, and ability to
interpret the pedigree by communicating with LINKAGE files.
PEDRAW is a relatively older program that can handle quite
complex pedigrees and is reasonably straightforward to use.27
Progeny is a more versatile program that can store extensive
information about individuals in a pedigree, including results of
investigations and histological slides.28 Cyrillic is the only commercially available product that combines a pedigree drawing
program with calculation of genetic risk.29 It uses LINKAGE to
apply the Claus model to calculate risk for women with a family
history of breast cancer, and is established in several cancer
genetics clinics in Britain. The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology is currently writing a program for genetic counsellors entitled GENINFER, designed to draw pedigrees and calculate risks for a range of genetic conditions, including single gene
Mendelian disorders and diseases with more complex patterns of
inheritance.30
The current systems developed for clinical geneticists lack rigorous evaluation or are still under development, and hence one
cannot make specific judgements about their effectiveness. With
such a range of genetics software already available, it is worth
considering which elements would be most useful in general
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practice and whether any desirable features are lacking.

Requirements of an expert system for primary care
genetics
The basic requirements of an expert system in general practice
and the elements provided by each of the current programs are
outlined in Table 2 along with their availability and costs.
Clearly a program on rare conditions such as POSSUM would be
inappropriate for primary care. OMIM could play a role as an upto-date source on genetic diseases, but much of the information
provided is irrelevant to general practice.
For any program, probably the most important factor is that it
guides the doctor through each stage of its use. It is estimated
that currently a GP with a list size of 2000 patients will see one
to two patients per month about a family history of breast
cancer,31 and fewer still for other familial conditions. Thus the
program must be relatively intuitive for the infrequent user. In
general practice, the family history will be the mainstay of genetic risk assessment for common diseases,32 and thus the system
should include a pedigree drawing program with simultaneous
display of the pedigree. Ideally the pedigree should have two sets
of symbols: a standard geneticist’s set and a non-expert set that
will be more meaningful to patients and GPs. This would allow
data checking by both doctor and patient and provide a focus for
discussion of the family history in the consultation, possibly
improving the quality of information recorded. The need for a
pedigree drawing program should not be underestimated — the
family tree is the basic unit of analysis in genetics and will act as
a common method of communication between primary and secondary care.
General practitioners require a method of risk assessment
based on the family history. This need not necessarily be a precise statistical risk calculation but could be a risk categorization
on which the doctor can base management decisions. This would
be consistent with national guidelines for familial breast cancer
currently being developed, which aim to separate women into
low, moderate, and high risk groups. 33 By their very nature,
guidelines on genetic risk assessment are complex, allowing for
the variety of permutations within a pedigree that defines risk. A
computer system should be able to implement these guidelines
within the consultation, based on the information from the pedigree.
The difficulties communicating genetic risk are well known
and partly reflect the problem of presenting risk in purely numerical terms.34 The use of patient-centred graphical techniques to
discuss risk has been described35 and could be implemented by
the program to improve patient understanding of the issues
involved. In general practice this would be particularly useful for
counselling and reassuring the majority of patients who will be at
low risk of carrying known disease susceptibility genes such as
BRCA and HNPCC.

Integrating genetic advice software into primary care
Although computer decision-support systems have been proposed as a method of developing a primary care genetics service,
Table 2 demonstrates that currently available software offers
only elements of the outlined ‘ideal’ program for primary care
and may be too complex for a general practice setting. Most
importantly, none provide decision support about management
based on the level of risk, however, this is probably the most
valuable element.
Genetics is an appropriate area for an expert system in general
practice, since it is a rapidly changing field in an unfamiliar area
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Table 2. Requirements of a genetic advice program for primary care and a comparison of current software.

Program

Common
disease

Ease of use

Pedigree
drawing

On-screen
pedigree

Risk
calculation

Decision Commercially
support available

Cost

OMIM

Yes
(and rare)

Good. Searchable
database but much
information irrelevant

No

No

No

No

Yes, via Internet

Free

POSSUM

No

Moderate

No

No

No

Yes

No

N/A

RISK

Yes

Good

No

No

Yes but based on
inappropriate factors
for primary care

No

No

N/A

PEDRAW

N/A

Moderate. Confusing data
entry boxes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

$45

Cyrillic

Yes

Moderate. Unintuitive
method of drawing pedigree

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

£499

Progeny

N/A

Good once data entry fields
entered

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

$900

Geninfer

Yes

Under development

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Not currently

N/A

of medicine. Guidelines exist for managing family histories of
cancer that might be best implemented by computer, particularly
since consultations in this area are relatively infrequent and the
guidelines are complicated. It would be wrong though to assume
that computerized advice holds the key to developing primary
care genetics. Evidence exists that GPs are prepared to offer
genetic counselling if they receive further education in genetics.36 GPs may only use a computer program for genetic advice if
they feel confident about genetics generally and if it does not
consume too much of their time. Furthermore, it is uncertain how
patients might react to expert advice provided principally by a
computer.37 Perhaps the most significant barrier for British general practice however, is the problem of integrating decision support software into existing practice systems. Although some are
moving towards a Windows operating system (e.g. Emis,
VAMP), none can communicate directly with Windows-based
programs. The inability to share patient information between the
general practice system and a decision-support program coupled
with the use of ‘dumb terminals’ on many doctors’ desks is a
major hurdle to the integration of expert systems in primary care.
If general practice is to upgrade both its hardware and software,
then it must be convinced of the possible benefits. About half of
the referrals from primary care to a breast cancer genetics clinic
are for women with only mildly elevated risk.38 A program providing referral advice at the point of patient contact could have a
significant impact on workload in these clinics and reduce referral costs. However, given the number of referrals currently made
by an individual GP in this area, this benefit alone may be insufficient to drive such a major change.
If information technology is going to provide an answer for
primary care genetics, then lessons must be learnt from previous
attempts to provide decision support in general practice. Careful
evaluation prior to commercial promotion is essential so that the
program meets the needs of the users and that its effects on
process of care and patient outcomes are known. Advances in
genetics will continue to feed into primary care. Existing genetics software provides a starting point from which to derive an
appropriate system for general practice. A carefully developed
and evaluated computer decision-support system could empower
GPs to meet the challenge of offering a high quality genetics service in primary care.
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